
EMPLOYEE_ID ACTIVITY_DATE ACTIVITY_MIN TRAVEL_MIN Hours COMMENT_MEMO ENTERED_BY

EE0000660 03-Jan-13 15 0 0.25

Discussed with Morgan site visit on 1-4-2012 with
Seattle City officials, and arranged for Don Pace to
see reports and be available to be a part of the
onsite team.

LASBYB

EE0100216 09-Jan-13 30 0 0.5
discussion with DonP and Morgan about
Nicklesville

HELMSL

EE0040128 09-Jan-13 15 0 0.25
Nickelsville’s Scott Morrow called requesting
clarification on the requirement on the height
that the shelters should be raised.

PACEDON

EE0040128 15-Jan-13 20 0 0.333333333
Reviewed email of Nickelsville’s weekend
progress report.

PACEDON

EE0040128 04-Jan-13 120 0 2 Reviewed records and reports PACEDON

EE0040128 04-Jan-13 210 30 4
Field inspection and consultation with Nickelsville
occupants.

PACEDON

EE0040128 04-Jan-13 90 0 1.5 Interagency meeting to discuss Nickelsville. PACEDON

EE0100188 15-Jan-13 75 0 1.25
Reviewed recent PH activities at Nickelsville and
prepared item for KC Exec Report and submitted
to Stella and Ngozi.

HOPKINSEE0100188 15-Jan-13 75 0 1.25
Reviewed recent PH activities at Nickelsville and
prepared item for KC Exec Report and submitted
to Stella and Ngozi.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 17-Jan-13 100 50 2.5 Site visit to Nickelsville followed by debriefing. HOPKINS

EE0100188 17-Jan-13 35 0 0.583333333
Brief Dr. Oleru followed by Dr. Fleming while on
conf call with CM Rasmussen.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 07-Jan-13 100 0 1.666666667
Received and replied to emails concerning
Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 07-Jan-13 130 0 2.166666667
Prepared report of 1/4/13 inspection, w
recommendations.

PACEDON



EE0040128 07-Jan-13 45 0 0.75
Reviewed GIS of Nickelsville location to
understand topography, sanitary sewer
availability of site.

PACEDON

EE0040128 07-Jan-13 125 20 2.416666667
Interagency meeting w/ Nickelsville to discuss
Action Plan.

PACEDON

EE0040128 08-Jan-13 90 0 1.5
Received and replied to emails concerning
Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 08-Jan-13 90 0 1.5
Prepared report summary of Action Plan meeting
@ city hall 1/7/13.

PACEDON

EE0040128 06-Feb-13 110 30 2.333333333
Field inspection and consultation with Nickelsville
occupants.

PACEDON

EE0040128 06-Feb-13 25 0 0.416666667 Prepared Nicklesville 2/6/13 site visit report. PACEDON

EE0000660 07-Feb-13 12 0 0.2
Edited and forwarded report by Don Pace on
Nickelville activities observed at time of
inspection.

LASBYB

EE0000660 14-Feb-13 60 0 1
Meeting with Stella, Morgan, Don, Chris, and
others regarding Nickelsville, and issues on the rat
situation.

LASBYBEE0000660 14-Feb-13 60 0 1
Meeting with Stella, Morgan, Don, Chris, and
others regarding Nickelsville, and issues on the rat
situation.

LASBYB

EE0100188 25-Feb-13 60 0 1
Review Don Pace report on previous slte visit and
Eagle Pest Control service reports.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 26-Feb-13 60 10 1.166666667
Attend coordinating meeting with City of Seattle
and PH officials.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 22-Feb-13 150 40 3.166666667
Nickelsville site visit with Dennis Worsham,
Morgan Barry and Heather Barr.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 27-Feb-13 35 0 0.583333333 Review and edit Nickelsville report. HOPKINS

EE0040128 04-Feb-13 40 0 0.666666667
Received and replied to emails concerning
Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 14-Feb-13 120 0 2 In House Nicklesville Meeting PACEDON



EE0040128 19-Feb-13 20 0 0.333333333
Discussed w/ Morgan about a visit to Nickelsville
on 2/21 to review progress of rodent control
issues.

PACEDON

EE0100188 22-Mar-13 40 0 0.666666667
review Eagle Pest's baiting reports; coordinate
upcoming NV site visits.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 26-Mar-13 45 0 0.75
Review Eagle Pest Company bait station reports;
touch bases with Ed and Morgan on next visit to
Nickelsville.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 27-Mar-13 15 0 0.25
Email communications with Jason at City of
Seattle, and Don Pace.

HOPKINS

EE0100216 28-Mar-13 15 0 0.25 data request HELMSL

EE0040128 25-Mar-13 25 0 0.416666667 Reviewed emails concerning Nickelsville. PACEDON

EE0040128 25-Mar-13 30 0 0.5
Meeting with Morgan and Chris to discuss and
plan Friday 3/29 visit to Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 01-Mar-13 15 0 0.25 Reviewed emails concerning Nickelsville. PACEDON

EE0040128 19-Mar-13 15 0 0.25 Reviewed emails concerning Nickelsville. PACEDONEE0040128 19-Mar-13 15 0 0.25 Reviewed emails concerning Nickelsville. PACEDON

EE0040128 26-Mar-13 15 0 0.25
Briefly met with Sharon to discuses any analysis of
baiting & rodent activity.

PACEDON

EE0040128 27-Mar-13 25 0 0.416666667 Reviewed emails concerning Nickelsville. PACEDON

EE0040128 27-Mar-13 30 0 0.5

Exchanged emails and phone calls with Doug of
Eagle Pest Eliminators. He sent me a hand drawn
map of Nickelsville with the location and number
assigned to each bait station.

PACEDON



EE0040128 27-Mar-13 30 0 0.5

Created a GIS map of Nickelsville in order to map
locations of bait stations in relation to camp
activities, with the purpose of analyzing rodent
activities.

PACEDON

EE0040128 29-Mar-13 85 30 1.916666667

Site visit, there was a vast improvement from my
last inspection, Tents were raised; less debris lying
around; and the blackberry bushes were cut back
to the rise. Inspection of the perimeter of the
property revealed rat burrows, which we
expected to find. There was some debris including
urine bottles in the blackberries bushes, and some
of the bait stations appeared empty. In the West
portion of the property there is some junk and/or
debris. I also noticed that the beverage cans in the
recycling had residue in them. Next to the kitchen
I found a tote with greasy gray water in it. I was
told that that they just empty it over the berm.

PACEDONEE0040128 29-Mar-13 85 30 1.916666667

Site visit, there was a vast improvement from my
last inspection, Tents were raised; less debris lying
around; and the blackberry bushes were cut back
to the rise. Inspection of the perimeter of the
property revealed rat burrows, which we
expected to find. There was some debris including
urine bottles in the blackberries bushes, and some
of the bait stations appeared empty. In the West
portion of the property there is some junk and/or
debris. I also noticed that the beverage cans in the
recycling had residue in them. Next to the kitchen
I found a tote with greasy gray water in it. I was
told that that they just empty it over the berm.

PACEDON

EE0040128 29-Mar-13 30 0 0.5 Prepared site visit report. PACEDON

EE0100188 29-Mar-13 35 0 0.583333333
Review latest site visit with Morgan and Don Pace.
Coordinate f/u communications with city of
Seattle.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 02-Apr-13 15 0 0.25

Spoke w/Jason Phillips, City of Seattle Property
Manager. Gave him an update of my visit to
Nickelsville, and evaluation of the work Eagle Pest
Eliminators is doing.

PACEDON



EE0040128 02-Apr-13 30 0 0.5
Sent an Email to Morgan & Sharon about my
conversation with Jason.

PACEDON

EE0040128 03-Apr-13 10 0 0.166666667 Review Emails concerning Nickelsville PACEDON

EE0100188 26-Apr-13 50 0 0.833333333

Discuss recent media reports on Nickelsville.
Strategize on changes needed to rodent control
program and how to relay our recommendations
to City of Seattle officials.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 26-Apr-13 60 0 1
Reviewed and responded to emails about PCO
service and King 5 news video.

PACEDON

EE0100188 30-Apr-13 60 50 1.833333333
On site consultation with Jason (city of Seattle)
and reps from Eagle Pest Control.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 01-May-13 20 0 0.333333333
Follow up phone call with Jason, city of Seattle,
regarding Nickelsville site visit yesterday.

HOPKINS

EE0000660 01-May-13 15 0 0.25
Review and edit Don Pace's information on
baiting and use of baits in burrows research.

LASBYBEE0000660 01-May-13 15 0 0.25
Review and edit Don Pace's information on
baiting and use of baits in burrows research.

LASBYB

EE0100188 02-May-13 45 0 0.75
Research additional rodent control options at
Nickelsville.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 03-May-13 40 0 0.666666667
Discussion with Jason Phillip and Morgan re:  next
steps for Nickelsville rodent control.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 15-May-13 50 0 0.833333333
Review comments from WSDA and prepare email
to Jason Phillips, City of Seattle regarding
additional rodent control measures.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 15-May-13 40 0 0.666666667 Read latest media articles on status of Nickelsville. HOPKINS

EE0100188 16-May-13 20 0 0.333333333 Further research on fumigation for rodent control. HOPKINS



EE0100188 29-Apr-13 20 0 0.333333333
Review and discuss latest media reports on
rodent problems at NV.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 28-Jun-13 30 0 0.5
Planning for rodent control when Nickelsville is
vacated.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 15-Jul-13 20 0 0.333333333
Spoke w/ Morgan Barry about the upcoming
move and what the possible effect it would have
on the rat population.

PACEDON

EE0040128 15-Jul-13 60 25 1.416666667

Spoke w/ a number of Nickelsville residents about
the upcoming move and what the possible effect
it would have on the rat population. Eagle PCO
was also present; he said that the activity at the
baits stations have remained constant. We agreed
that activity may increase in the camp and at the
bait stations as the residents move out and the
available food source diminish. When the move is
final only those businesses or structure within
approximately 150 feet will be affected.

PACEDONEE0040128 15-Jul-13 60 25 1.416666667

Spoke w/ a number of Nickelsville residents about
the upcoming move and what the possible effect
it would have on the rat population. Eagle PCO
was also present; he said that the activity at the
baits stations have remained constant. We agreed
that activity may increase in the camp and at the
bait stations as the residents move out and the
available food source diminish. When the move is
final only those businesses or structure within
approximately 150 feet will be affected.

PACEDON

EE0040128 15-Jul-13 30 0 0.5

Spoke w/ Morgan Barry and gave update on site
visit today. We also discussed recommendations
for any rodent control measures need PRIOR to
movement of encampment.

PACEDON

EE0100188 30-Jul-13 30 0 0.5
Discussion with Jason, Rhonda and Morgan on
rodenticide issues.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 31-Jul-13 60 15 1.25
Site visit w/ Rhonda K. to evaluate rat infestation
conditions

PACEDON



EE0100188 13-Aug-13 60 0 1

Called WSDA pesticide specialist Dave Bryson
regarding Nickelsville rodent control with
encampment to be vacated by Sept 1.  Discussed
problem with aluminum phosphine fumigation
(accidental deaths in Utah). Discussed zinc
phosphide as an alternative.  I read NPIC fact
sheets on this product.  Dave will consider local
pest control companies with experience in
difficult control situations and provide referral.

HOPKINS



EE0100188 13-Aug-13 35 0 0.583333333

Received call from Jerry Murphy of Pratt Pest
Management based in Marysville.  He was
referred to me by Dave Bryson of the WSDA
Pesticide Program as being one of the most
experienced companies in handling difficult
rodent control situations, including the 5,000 -
10,000 rat infestation at a large commercial egg
farm in Burlington and severe rodent problems at
a number of large apartment complexes. In terms
of Nickelsville, Jerry said that Zinc Phosphide is
labeled only for agricultural use and so probably
could not be used at Nickelsville.  He had used
Google Earth to view Nickelville site and had
looked on the encampment's website prior to
calling me.  From that (not having made a site
visit) he believes that a combinatin of 100 or so
snap traps (these are enclosed) and 100 bait
stations (switching baits from current Contrax)
would be his approach with checking and
rebaiting every 1-2 days. The other company he
suggest we look into is Sprague; they do only
commercial properties and have branch office in
SEattle.

HOPKINSEE0100188 13-Aug-13 35 0 0.583333333

Received call from Jerry Murphy of Pratt Pest
Management based in Marysville.  He was
referred to me by Dave Bryson of the WSDA
Pesticide Program as being one of the most
experienced companies in handling difficult
rodent control situations, including the 5,000 -
10,000 rat infestation at a large commercial egg
farm in Burlington and severe rodent problems at
a number of large apartment complexes. In terms
of Nickelsville, Jerry said that Zinc Phosphide is
labeled only for agricultural use and so probably
could not be used at Nickelsville.  He had used
Google Earth to view Nickelville site and had
looked on the encampment's website prior to
calling me.  From that (not having made a site
visit) he believes that a combinatin of 100 or so
snap traps (these are enclosed) and 100 bait
stations (switching baits from current Contrax)
would be his approach with checking and
rebaiting every 1-2 days. The other company he
suggest we look into is Sprague; they do only
commercial properties and have branch office in
SEattle.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 14-Aug-13 15 0 0.25
E-mailed Jason Phillips re:  rodent control plans
when Nickelsville vacants in 2 weeks.

HOPKINS

EE0100188 28-Aug-13 20 0 0.333333333
Correspondence with Seattle officials on pest
control when camp vacated.  Discuss control with
our Rodent staff.

HOPKINS



EE0100188 29-Aug-13 30 0 0.5

review email string about PH assistance to NV as
encampment clears out.  Replied to Darrell,
Hilary, Stella and Ngozi:
Seattle needs to step up – they neglected any
rodent control efforts for the first two years of
the encampment then they hired the lowest
bidder for rodent control after we became
involved.  Their level of effort has been minimal,
in my opinion.  Continuing with this same
company at the present levels of control and
expertise isn’t going to work when the camp is
vacated.   I have tried to convey this to Seattle
officials.

I have had detailed discussions with Dave Bryson,
the rodent control expert at WSDA.  He has been
involved in large scale rodent control at
agriculture properties in the state, for example
5,000 – 10,000 rats at a commercial egg farm in
western WA and with extensive infestations at
large apartment complexes.  I also spoke at length
to Jerry Pratt, a rodent specialist recommended
by Dave Bryson.  Jerry is with a commercial pest
control company, Pratt Pest Management out of
Marysville.  They normally don’t work in KC but
Jerry is willing to conduct a site visit and make
recommendations (which could be used to create
a scope of work for a new PCO to do the work
when Nickelville vacates).  Below I am attaching

HOPKINSEE0100188 29-Aug-13 30 0 0.5

review email string about PH assistance to NV as
encampment clears out.  Replied to Darrell,
Hilary, Stella and Ngozi:
Seattle needs to step up – they neglected any
rodent control efforts for the first two years of
the encampment then they hired the lowest
bidder for rodent control after we became
involved.  Their level of effort has been minimal,
in my opinion.  Continuing with this same
company at the present levels of control and
expertise isn’t going to work when the camp is
vacated.   I have tried to convey this to Seattle
officials.

I have had detailed discussions with Dave Bryson,
the rodent control expert at WSDA.  He has been
involved in large scale rodent control at
agriculture properties in the state, for example
5,000 – 10,000 rats at a commercial egg farm in
western WA and with extensive infestations at
large apartment complexes.  I also spoke at length
to Jerry Pratt, a rodent specialist recommended
by Dave Bryson.  Jerry is with a commercial pest
control company, Pratt Pest Management out of
Marysville.  They normally don’t work in KC but
Jerry is willing to conduct a site visit and make
recommendations (which could be used to create
a scope of work for a new PCO to do the work
when Nickelville vacates).  Below I am attaching

HOPKINS

EE0100188 30-Aug-13 30 0 0.5

Various emails and other internal discussion
regarding work items and staff assignments
related to de-campment of Nickelsville and
establishment of 3 new encampments.

HOPKINS



EE0000660 30-Aug-13 48 0 0.8

Meeting with Sinang Lee, Rhonda Kaetzel, and
Don regarding the next steps to clean up of the
existing Nickelville site after being vacated to
eliminate any rat population, and next steps for
the proposed 4 replacment sites.  Worked with
Don on next steps for Nickelsville.

LASBYB

EE0040128 30-Aug-13 90 0 1.5
Prepared bulleted report of PH role in regard to
Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 30-Aug-13 60 0 1
Meeting with Sinang Lee & Bill Lasby to discuss PH
role in regard to Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 30-Aug-13 120 0 2
Prepared bulleted report of PH role in regard to
Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0100188 03-Sep-13 180 0 3

Various meetings, phone calls, and emails relating
to rodent control with the vacation of Nickelsville
and the establishment of 3 smaller encampments
in south Seattle areas. Advised that I am passing
along lead for Nickelsville activities to Darrell
Rodgers and BIll Lasby.

HOPKINSEE0100188 03-Sep-13 180 0 3

Various meetings, phone calls, and emails relating
to rodent control with the vacation of Nickelsville
and the establishment of 3 smaller encampments
in south Seattle areas. Advised that I am passing
along lead for Nickelsville activities to Darrell
Rodgers and BIll Lasby.

HOPKINS

EE0040128 03-Sep-13 20 40 1
Drove to confirm reported 3 new Nickelsville
sites.

PACEDON

EE0040128 03-Sep-13 45 0 0.75
Property ownership search of 3 new Nickelsville
sites.

PACEDON

EE0040128 03-Sep-13 120 0 2
Received/responded to emails, and had office
consultations concerning Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0040128 03-Sep-13 60 30 1.5
Site visit to determine condition of, and scope of
work to be done at old Nickelsville site, also gain
insight of plan of actions of new sites.

PACEDON



EE0040128 04-Sep-13 30 0 0.5
Received/responded to emails,had office
consultations concerning Nickelsville.

PACEDON

EE0000660 06-Sep-13 90 0 1.5

Put together follow up document for original
Nicholesville site and other new sites describing
intial services, ongoing services, revenue sources,
etc.

LASBYB

EE0100216 04-Sep-13 10 0 0.166666667 review emails reagarding nicklesville HELMSL

EE0040128 09-Sep-13 40 20 1

Site visit, the property has been cleared, with the
exception of 3 temp structures. All debris, trash,
garbage has been moved to the parking lot West
of the property, where a former resident was
rummaging through the piles. A large barrier
fence has been erected around the site.

PACEDON

77.16666667


